
The problem
	 Small	vessels	constructed	of	wood	or	fiberglass	are	difficult	to	detect	by	radar.	
	 Even	if	producing	a	radar	return,	small	vessels	can	be	obscured	by	the	trough	of	passing	swells	and	make	for	
intermittent	radar	targets.	

	 The	NTSB	investigated	a	casualty	in	which	two	vessels—a	23-foot-long	center-console	boat	with	a	fiberglass	
hull	and	a	154-foot-long	US	Coast	Guard	cutter—collided	because	neither	crew	saw	the	other	vessel	
approaching,	either	visually	or	by	electronic	means.	Had	the	fiberglass	boat	been	equipped	with	a	radar	
reflector,	it	may	have	appeared	on	the	cutter’s	radar,	providing	the	cutter’s	crew	an	opportunity	to	detect	the	
boat.	Similarly,	had	the	boat	been	equipped	with	an	automatic	identification	system	(AIS)	transponder,	the	
cutter’s	crew	may	have	been	aware	of	the	boat.	[DCA22PM034]

What can you do?
Early detection of a vessel is one of the best ways to avoid collision. Owners of recreational boats and small 
commercial fishing vessels can use devices to improve their vessels’ detectability by enhancing nearby traffic’s 
awareness of their position. 
 Install a radar reflector, which is a device designed to create a strong reflection of radar energy in order to 
make it clearly visible on ships’ radar screens. The reflector is mounted as high as possible on a boat, typically 
by hoisting the reflector from an existing or purposed mast.

 Use AIS Class B or B+ to provide identification and position information to vessels and shore stations, allowing small 
vessels to see and be seen by other ships operating in their area. An AIS transponder consists of a GPS receiver 
and a VHF data radio. The transponder transmits a vessel’s GPS position on VHF channels dedicated to AIS.
• AIS	Class	B	provides	the	safety	and	navigation	benefits	of	AIS	to	smaller	vessels—with	lower	cost	and	simpler	
installation.	

• AIS	Class	B	transponders	have	a	lower	power	output	(maximum	range	of	8–10	miles	to	nearby	vessels),	are	less	
expensive,	and	transmit	a	vessel’s	position	less	frequently	than	an	AIS	Class	A	transponder.	

• Recently,	class	AIS	B+	transponders	were	introduced.	AIS	B+	has	greater	range	and	transmits	positions	more	
frequently	than	a	Class	B	transponder.
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Interested in more information?
 Coast Guard Safety Alert 04-97 

emphasizes that small vessels 
can make themselves more 
visible to radar by installing radar 
reflectors. 

 The Coast Guard Navigation 
Center’s AIS Frequently 
Asked Questions provides an 
overview of AIS.  

 Radar reflectors and AIS Class B and B+ units are 
available at commercial and recreational marine 
suppliers; they are currently used on many small 
vessels such as sailing vessels, yachts, and power 
boats.

Figure 1. AIS	provides	digital	positional	awareness,	
ship	to	ship,	ship	to	shore,	and	ship	to	satellite.

Figure 2.  
Above	and	right:	
Exemplar	radar	
reflectors	mounted	
on	small	vessels.

NTSB	Safety	Alerts	can	be	accessed	from	the	Safety	Alerts	page	at	www.ntsb.gov.	
For	additional	information	on	the	NTSB	investigation	in	this	alert,	access	the	
public	docket	using	the	investigation	numbers	(NTSB	Accident	ID)	cited	above.

Use	the	CAROL	Query	to	search	NTSB	safety	recommendations	and	
investigations.

The NTSB is an independent federal agency charged by Congress with investigating every civil aviation 
accident in the United States and significant events in other modes of transportation—railroad, transit, highway, 
marine, pipeline, and commercial space. We determine the probable cause of the accidents and events we 
investigate and issue safety recommendations aimed at preventing future occurrences. In addition, we 
conduct transportation safety research studies and offer information and other assistance to family members 
and survivors for any accident investigated by the agency. For more information, visit www.ntsb.gov.
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